Instructions for
Hardrock Dark Granite
Polishing Powder
GP1100B Series
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
DARK COLOR GRANITE POLISHING POWDER is a 5X type powder that is made into a slurry and buffed
into marble and limestone to produce a natural, high sheen. This product may be used on interiors and
exteriors and only with dark colored stone.
FEATURES:
-Original application restores the color of the stone
-Develops a high, natural gloss and sheen.
-Never requires stripping
-High traffic areas can be touched up
-No need to do entire floor
-Produces a relatively durable finish
-Will remove fine to medium scratches
USES: Dark Color Granite Polishing Powder is used for renewing and maintaining the shine on dark
natural marble, limestone and terrazzo floors in high traffic areas such as hotels, office buildings and
institutions. It is recommended for performing annual or periodic maintenance in private residences by
qualified maintenance professionals.
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL:
1. 175RPM floor machine with Hardrock Drive Plate
2. Natural Hair Pad
3. Dark Color Granite Powder
4. Spray bottle of Hardrock Marble Polish
5. Easy Mask or Surface Mask Tape, or Pre-Taped Drop Cloth.
6. Wet vac, mop, mop bucket, etc.
SAMPLE TESTING: Before using, always test each surface to be treated in a small inconspicuous area to
insure the desired results will be achieved. Consult supplier for further information and precautions,
including Material Safety Data Sheets.
CAUTION:
Contains acid. Harmful if swallowed or inhaled. Keep out of reach of children. Protect all areas that may be
damaged by acid with East mask tape or Pre-taped drop cloth. Always wear appropriate personal
equipment. Read MSDS for further information and precautions.
NOTES: To prepare floors:
1. One (1) pound will polish approximately 180-200 square feet.
2. Mix must be kept wet or etching may occur.
3. It is best to work with two men to buff and rinse.
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LIMITATIONS:
-Has limited effect on granite
-Requires special training to use
-Can cause slight “burn” or “orange peel” appearance on some stones
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Protect adjoining surfaces such as carpeting with Easy Mask or Surface Mask Tape, or Pre-Taped Drop
Cloth.
2. Plan to polish 3’X3’ section of floor at a time.
3. Sprinkle ¼ scoop (1 tablespoon) polishing powder on the floor to cover an area about the size of the steel
wool pad.
4. Spray the powder with 10 to 12 squirts of the Hardrock Marble Polish.
5. Place the #0 grade steel wool pad and machine over the powder and polish mixture. Buff the area until
the slurry is dry. (The area may/will have a hazy film left at this time)
6. Change to a clean #2 grade steel wool pad and add 3 to 4 squirts of polish only (no powder) and buff out
again.
7. To remove any remaining film buff again with dry side #2 steel wool pad.
8. Repeat all steps as need to achieve maximum shine and color.
*Note- Always Keep Powder Wet, add Powder as Needed.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COUNTER TOPS:
1. Follow instructions for floors except reduce amount of product used in proportion to the size of
equipment being used. OK to use only #0 grade steel wool pads.
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